Provides a detailed description of the roofing system with annotations such as "Tesnenie G01" and "Impregnované tesnenie PU alebo PUR pena." The text also mentions "Strošný panel PolDeck TD" and "Plech, ukončenie 023." The diagram includes various materials like "Farmérska skrutka 4,8x20 s podložkou EPDM" and "Butylénový tmel v styku panelov." The project details are also included, such as "Zadanie: Stenový panel PolTherma TS/strešný PolDeck TD Vertikálne uloženie – Ažka (spod od) – VI." The date of the project is 2010.09.01, and the scale is 1:4. The file reference is 01-04-01-01.dwg.